What, Where, and When acquisition. a Design of the What retention task using a set of three serial odors (see Fig 1a for details) . b Effect of initial odor sampling on discrimination in the test trial; for the What task, 3 min sampling was needed for later discrimination of the novel cue D (*t (7) =3.17, p=0.016), but not for 1 or 2 min (p>0.05), (Discrimination index: ([novel -familiar] / [novel + familiar])*100). c Mean time sampling odors during each phase of the 'what' task; time spent with odor pairs did not differ for odors A, B, C (p>0.05), but mice preferentially explored odor D vs A in the test trial (*t (7) =3.17, p=0.016). d Design of the spatial/Where test. e There was no difference in the time spent with the 4 odors during the initial exposure (p>0.05), but mice preferentially explored odors in novel (AD) vs familiar locations (BC) during testing (**t (8) =4.27, p=0.003). f Mice retained their preference for odors in the novel locations after a 3 hr delay (BC vs AD *t (5) =3.995, p=0.01). g Design of the test for acquisition of the order in which odors had been sampled (When). h Separate groups of mice were tested on different odor pairings from the When task. During a retention trial, mice spent more time investigating the earlier odor in a previously sampled sequence when the odors were widely separated (A:D) or occurred sequentially (B:C) in the sequence (A vs D:*t (8) =3.21, p=0.01, B vs. C: t (8) =3.28, p=0.01). i Mean time spent sampling the odors in the When test did not differ by position in the sequence (p>0.05), but mice preferentially explored odor B vs C in the test trial (**t (12) =3.89, p=0.002). j We tested if When learning also occurs with short 30 s intervals between odor pair presentations: as shown the average time spent exploring the odor pairs did not differ across the sampling series (p>0.05), and mice preferentially explored odor B vs C in the test trial (*t (5) =3.87, p=0.01).
Supplemental
. CNO effects with and without Gi-DREADD transfection. a-c CNO did not affect acquisition in the What, Where, or When paradigms when DREADD injections missed their targets. Performance of mice that received CNO (CNO miss) did not differ compared to vehicle controls (VEH). Graphs show percent sampling time of the novel odor in the VEH vs. CNO (miss) groups during retention testing for What: t (22) =0.013, p=0.99; Where: t (10) =0.79, p=0.45; and When: t (10) =0.315, p=0.75 . d-e CNO in mice with appropriately targeted Gi-DREADD transfections did not affect exploratory behavior during initial odor sampling or retention testing. Distance traveled was measured from overhead videos and automated software in the Where chamber, which was large enough to assess exploration. CNO treatment had no effect on distance traveled in any of the three transfection groups (LEC, MEC, CA3) relative to vehicle controls (VEH) during the initial sampling or testing phases (one-way ANOVA, training: F (3, 31) =0.53, p=0.66; testing: F (3,30) =0.58, p=0.63). Figure 3 . A short theta train did not elicit prolonged CA3 firing. a Scatter plot with unity line (dashed) illustrates the mean frequency before and 2 minutes after  stimulation for 29 negative trials from 18 slices (p >0.05, paired t-test pre-vs. post stimulation). These values were highly correlated, indicating that mean firing rate was stable across the duration of the experiments. b Bar graph summarizing the mean normalized frequency (% baseline) for each 10 s bin (10 s intervals between bins) during the baseline period and for four min following  stimulation. There was no evidence for group (bins) differences across the time course of the recording sessions (F (21,357) =1.164, p=0.2805).

Supplemental Figure 4. CA3 C/A activation increases sharp wave (SPW) frequency. a Representative sections (2s)
of extracellular recordings of SPWs during the baseline period and following  train stimulation. The detection threshold (50µV) and those events counted during both recording periods are indicated with red shading and red dots respectively. Exemplar simple (blue shaded area 'a') and complex SPWs (blue shaded area 'b') are illustrated on an expanded time scale (right). The complex case has multiple large defections (red dots) riding on the positive going wave. Note that an increase in the incidence of SPWs and PC spiking is evident following theta stimulation. Scale bars: y = 50 µV, x = 250 ms and 10 ms. b Scatter plot with unity line (dashed) illustrates the mean SPW frequency before and 2 minutes after  stimulation for all prolonged PC spiking cases meeting SPW criteria (~ 50% of cases, see Methods; p <0.01 paired t-test pre-vs. post stimulation). c Bar graph summarizing the mean normalized frequency (% baseline) for each 10 s bin (10 s intervals between bins) during the baseline period and for three min following  stimulation (F (16,208) =4.172, p<0.0001). d Normalized ensemble average of simple SPWs recorded before (left) and after (right)  stimulation. The decay time course (τ), described by a mono-exponential fit is illustrated for each (red line). e Bar graph summarizing the effects of  stimulation upon the amplitude, rising phase and decay time course of simple SPWs (p >0.05 paired t test pre-vs post stimulation).
